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NeTworks 4 ProFiTable CoNNeCTiviTy • KEY TRENDS DRIVING NEW DESIGNS

This paper describes a value-based approach to the design of fourth-generation networks and 

addresses key trends by describing a number of techniques that can maximize value generation.

The first three generations of fixed and mobile networks were analog, digital and best-effort 

broadband. each produced new challenges and opportunities for network operators.

The telecom industry is entering an era in which everything that can benefit from being connected will 

be linked to the network. The benefit of this has been established in high-value and critical applications 

but now technology is enabling cost-effective connectivity for much smaller, cheaper devices.

Mobile broadband is now freeing internet users from the tether of a fixed location, and operators have 

the opportunity to exploit their deep knowledge of individual users, their devices and their location.

Network video has also taken over from peer-to-peer as the dominant traffic type, and it will continue 

to grow into an integral part of the consumer television experience. Delivering mass-market, quality 

video places tougher requirements on network design.

an increasing proportion of user services from third-party service providers are being delivered 

through operators’ networks, in most cases only requiring the network operators to provide best-effort 

connectivity. This will not necessarily be the case in the future.

The design techniques described in this paper can be used to address these challenges as we 

move into this demanding networked future while also building concrete and immediate value for the 

network operator.

KEY TRENDS 
DRIVING NEW  
DESIGNS  
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OPPORTUNITIES  
TO MAXIMIZE  
BUSINESS BENEFITS  
in the competitive telecom market, operators differentiate their positions through brand, services and 

target customers. The perception of value is moving away from the delivery of data – or bits – and 

towards services and content, challenging current business models and creating new opportunities 

for operators to participate in service value chains.

There are multiple valid market 

positions for operators defined by 

a number of factors – low cost and 

best-effort connectivity, high service 

availability, fixed/mobile convergence, 

content delivery and service innovation, 

among others. The position an operator 

chooses becomes its key network 

design driver.

assuring quality service delivery 

is increasingly important within any 

chosen market position.  operators 

should differentiate their underlying 

network performance – in terms of 

availability, throughput, low delay and 

security – to deliver the targeted quality 

of experience (Qoe) of each new service. 

This provides increased value and deepens customer loyalty, opening up 

business opportunities in specific industry sectors and with internet-based 

service providers and content owners. Further opportunities are expected 

from clients in industry sectors that handle massive numbers of connected 

devices.

Network operators have unique and valuable assets in their customer 

relationships, both financial (through billing) and in real-time knowledge of user 

activities. in addition, mobile network operators also benefit from connections 

to individual user devices and knowledge of their locations, rather than only 

to fixed homes or businesses. all of these can be used to build operator value 

as part of wider value chains.

The network should be designed to optimize the Total value of ownership 

(Tvo), based on the financial return from network investments over a period, by 

providing capabilities to both drive increasing revenues and reduce costs.

Number of connections Generated revenue
per connection

Total cost of ownership

Time/life cycle

X

Figure 1: Total value of ownership

Tvo depends on the number of revenue-

generating connections in a network and the 

generated revenue per connection type, as 

well as on total costs such as capex and opex 

during the network’s entire life cycle.

a well-designed network will grow Tvo 

by providing a good balance between the 

control of costs to ensure profitable delivery 

of services and the agility to handle unforeseen 

changes in business strategy.
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by being scalable, smart and built for superior performance, fourth-generation networks can help an 

operator achieve its business objectives and maximize Tvo.

Scalable 
Networks must scale over time in several dimensions: changing traffic volumes, the connection of 

many more devices, highly active application behavior and increased bit-rate coverage (defined as high 

bit-rate delivery to individual users in coverage areas). although there are challenges associated with 

such growth factors, they represent a significant opportunity for innovation, repositioning and profit.

The basic requirement is to deliver information where and when it is needed. scaling for this includes 

building geographical coverage for mobile and fixed-

network access and providing sufficient capacity to 

satisfy changing usage patterns in each location. 

The wide range of today’s services, from telemetry 

to video, makes this more challenging than delivery 

of more predictable voice and simple messaging 

services.

Network-delivery capacity must be matched by 

corresponding scalability in control systems, in order 

to address and track connected devices, and be 

able to respond to active application requests for 

network connectivity. The latter typically generates 

significantly more control traffic per user than 

traditional voice services.

bulk and self-service provisioning will be necessary 

to handle the many connected devices that are likely 

to be associated with service provider partners.

Smart 

Networks should make the best use of both mobile and fixed access and select the most appropriate 

paths through the network, for either high-touch processing or low-latency “express” delivery.

The network control systems should also provide dynamic, real-time control of network resources 

to ensure maximum efficiency.

an operator can win a trusted role in content-delivery value chains through in-band monitoring and 

manipulation of traffic, together with charging and billing systems that exploit the user-perceived value 

of high-performance delivery and of specific items of quality content.

These smart capabilities are based on network “awareness” of mobile and fixed users, user 

subscriptions, user preferences, terminals, location, access characteristics, service and content 

characteristics and network load.

Superior performance 
The network design must focus on perceived end-user service quality. some 25 percent of customer 

churn can be attributed to poor network performance. other aspects of a quality service include easy 

SCALABLE, SMART 
NETWORKS WITH 
SUPERIOR  
PERFORMANCE 

Scalable Smart Superior
performance

Total Value of Ownership

Figure 2: Network characteristics for maximizing Tvo
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service purchase, simple service access and good customer support.

Users primarily perceive excellent quality of experience and premium value through performance 

that is noticeably better than other services, in terms of availability, integrity (for example, latency 

and bit loss) and security. Performance can be differentiated for tiered user pricing models and to 

add value through guaranteed delivery of specific over-the-top (OTT) services or content. Good 

service performance can increase customer willingness to pay a premium and reduce support 

costs and customer churn.

Network operational support staff also benefit from high-performance support systems that 

streamline network provisioning, service fulfillment and service assurance.
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Fourth-generation networks should be designed to be scalable, smart and to maintain superior 

performance in order to maximize TVO and avoid constraining the operator’s business potential. How 

then can one achieve these characteristics through architecture design and technology choices? Three 

key principles can guide network design:

1. Taking a holistic design perspective

2. Providing sufficient underlying network enablers

3. ensuring the enablers can be used and controlled

HoliStic deSign
each network design decision has secondary effects, either immediately or later in the network life 

cycle. These might have impacts elsewhere in the network design, increase subsequent transformation 

costs or delay service introduction by reducing flexibility. Network design decisions driven only by 

cost can reduce revenue opportunities, and decisions focused on capex savings may unexpectedly 

increase overall total cost of ownership (TCo) by increasing opex.

network enablerS
The network’s capability to deliver services largely depends on the enabling functions implemented 

in the network equipment. These can include traffic classification and management, deep packet 

inspection (DPI), performance monitoring and reporting, security and path protection.

omitting key enablers, to achieve either a reduced set of services or reduced short-term costs, 

could prevent the business from profiting from future market opportunities. although some enablers 

can be retrofitted to the network through equipment upgrades, others depend on things like network 

architecture and protocol choices and can be more costly to add.

Thus provision of network enablers should be explicitly planned over the lifetime of the network.

uSage and control
The underlying service enablers and resource-control structures need a control framework of operational 

support and policy control. This ties them into the business support layer, allowing new services to 

be deployed, with fine-grained control of service and network performance as well as of total cost 

of ownership.

HOLISTIC NETWORK 
DESIGN, KEY  
ENABLERS AND 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
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BUILDING THE  
FUTURE NETWORK 
eStabliSH a reference arcHitecture covering  
botH functionality and topology
when analyzing the network design 

from a Tvo perspective, it is essential 

to understand and correlate both 

the functional view – which defines 

what the network can do – and the 

topological view – which defines how 

functions can or should be distributed. 

Figures 3 and 4 provide examples of 

high-level functional and topological 

reference architectures.

Functionally, the access and 

transport domains are essential to 

allow the network to scale with traffic. 

Multi-access edge is vital to providing 

smart capabilities while operation and 

business support are key to providing 

connectivity services with superior 

performance by using enablers in the 

network equipment.

The topological view is crucial for 

Tvo analysis, as this is dependent on, 

for example, reliability, geographical 

distance, the number of sites, the cost 

of transmission and the placement of 

peering points. when this perspective is introduced, the result is better understanding of where the 

real benefits and savings are, how the network scales and what its expected performance will be.

deSign for growtH and tvo
Designing a network to scale for growth, with smart capabilities and high performance should also 

be balanced with the need to maximize Tvo. achieving this balance requires growth and cost factors 

to be analyzed in all their dimensions over time.

Different growth factors – ranging from traffic growth to growth in the number of connections to a 

changing traffic mix – have different effects. Traffic growth, for instance, affects the capacity of routers, 

gateways, access nodes and security gateways, but typically does not directly impact operational 

support or customer-care systems.

it is also important to differentiate between short-term and long-term effects. For instance, the 

success of mobile broadband has created some short-term issues related to backhaul and signaling 

capacity. However, in the longer term, these will be less limiting as backhaul and signaling capacity are 

upgraded – signaling essentially scales with the number of users rather than with traffic volume.

The most important scaling factor for the radio network will continue to be the provision of bit-rate 

coverage. one way to address this is by using heterogeneous networks, in which radio base stations 

transmitting at different power levels, or even using different access technologies, share the same 

radio spectrum. This can be the most cost-efficient use of a limited-spectrum resource.

Underprovisioning network links or nodes can quickly lead to poor performance, high transformation 

costs or increased complexity costs for managing the limited resource. such capacity bottlenecks 

should, therefore, be avoided wherever it is cost-effective to do so. This is typically more challenging in 

the radio-access network where capacity costs are higher than elsewhere. For example, the complexity of 

Devices

Operation and
business support

Multi-access edge

Content and apps

Standard services

Other operators

Over the top/cloud

Transport

Connectivity service

Radio
access

Wireline
access

Figure 3: High-level functional architecture
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the “integrated services” approach 

to resource reservation for individual 

flows has been avoided in most iP 

networks by providing additional 

capacity and allocating it to a small 

number of service classes.

The need to improve bit-rate 

coverage of the fixed network 

drives operators to deploy fiber 

infrastructure closer to customers, 

using either point-to-point or shared 

fiber to remove the bandwidth 

bottleneck of the existing copper 

access network. as a secondary 

benefit, whereas access nodes 

were originally placed to deliver 

public switched telephone network 

(PsTN) services, operators can 

now consider how to exploit the 

longer reach of fiber transmission 

to optimize their access network 

topology. a focus on long-run Tvo 

is especially important here, trading 

high capital costs against relatively 

long investment cycles.

deSign tHe network to meet your unique buSineSS objectiveS
Network design is always a balance between optimizing for today’s services and for the long term, 

preparing the way for a relatively uncertain future. The balance between scalability, smartness and 

superior performance should be determined by each operator’s business plan.

within each market segment, the network design, required performance and Tvo will be each driven 

by the chosen service set. For example, in the enterprise connectivity segment, focusing on delivering 

cloud services leads to tree-structured connectivity, while inter-site vPN services require more meshed 

connectivity. The location and sizing of traffic processing functionality is also driven by the services 

that need traffic inspection, policy control and content storage.

The aggregate of required connectivity, in terms of endpoints and bandwidth, determines the 

required physical connections (ducts, fibers, etc.) and also the choice of optical and packet transport 

technologies for access, aggregation and backbone domains.

operators can, therefore, derive maximum value from their transport network layer through functional 

and topological analysis of traffic types and patterns. Traffic can then be sorted by type, destination, 

storage or processing requirements to be handled in the most cost-effective network layers in each 

network node.

make everytHing aS Simple aS poSSible, but not Simpler
This famous quote, attributed to albert einstein, provides useful guidance for the network designer. 

striving for simplicity is undoubtedly important, but over simplification may prevent the network from 

reaching its TVO potential. However, simplification with thoughtful use of complexity can improve 

scalability and performance while enhancing the smart capabilities of the network.

Most networks have been upgraded gradually to provide new services, typically by adding new 

equipment, associated management systems and operational processes. The increasing proportion of 

native iP applications (including voice and video) now enables networks to be simplified by removing 

redundant, service-specific networking technologies.

The physical topology of most fixed networks, as described by buildings and ducts, was established 

by the need to deliver the original, dominant PsTN service, shaped by the characteristics of the copper 

access line. New, fiber-based access technologies can reduce the number of network access locations 

that must support electronic systems.

simplifying the way service traffic is carried through the network can reduce equipment, energy and 

Remote
access site

Aggregation and
access sites

Local
switching

site

Primary
sites

RBS site

~100k
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10km+

100km+

<10

Figure 4: High-level topological architecture 
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operational costs, because most traffic can be sorted into a small number of classes defined by the 

forwarding treatment needed in network nodes. such bulk traffic transport reduces the total number 

of flows to be managed.

However, beware of making things “simpler than possible,” because an appropriate level of complexity 

can maximize TVO; policy-control systems can improve resource control; and DPI can increase 

revenues. it is important to avoid extreme decentralization (e.g. super-flat architectures) that might 

appear simple, because the cost of operating decentralized functions can soon outgrow any transport 

gains.

implement traffic-proceSSing enablerS and control SyStemS 
to maximize tvo
smart capabilities are based on enablers to process user-data traffic and the policy-control systems 

that use them. superior performance relies on enablers for things like monitoring and appropriate 

management-system support. For a network to become scalable, traffic needs to be differentiated in 

order not to create bottlenecks or non-optimal Tvo.

a toolbox of enablers for traffic differentiation and processing uses a combination of filtering based 

on packet headers and more complex DPI to examine packet payloads. This enables differentiated 

service performance (ensuring some are of better quality) and improved resource utilization – for 

example, with fair-usage policies. it also enables value generation – towards, for example, oTT 

players – through traffic analysis, performance optimization, in-line charging capabilities, or enhanced 

security. a smart network exercises this control through awareness of users and their subscriptions, 

preferences, terminals, location and access options, as well as service and content characteristics 

and network load.

when adding such smart network components to the packet-processing flow, it is also essential 

to control the costs. The toolbox for traffic differentiation/processing can also be used for this by 

controlling the path through which traffic travels – that is, to ensure that cost additions are always 

outweighed by added value/revenue.

The ongoing discussions on “internet offload” can illustrate the need for differentiation. if traffic is 

offloaded to a path that is perceived as cheaper (perhaps over wiFi and then to the internet), some 

important value-generating capabilities may be lost, such as packet inspection to leverage personalized 

information. lack of control over Qos, no dedicated radio resources or service assurance may lead 

to customer dissatisfaction, resulting in churn and increased support costs. some perceived savings 

may also be illusory; a typical example is where offloaded traffic has to use the same transport paths 

due to topology, through placement of peering points. Furthermore, not all costs, such as backhaul 

and opex costs, are included in the calculation. instead, operators should use policy-based traffic 

differentiation to deliver traffic flows in the best way.

The ability to provide for and differentiate services based on performance requires a holistic approach. 

a solution is only as good as its weakest link, and every node and function in the network impacts 

the overall network, including reliability, latency and throughput. service management (for example, 

service assurance) needs to be built end-to-end by, for instance, implementing enablers for reporting 

in all parts of the network, aggregating this information in the service-management system and 

using it to perform tasks such as troubleshooting support. These capabilities come at a cost, but it 

is important not to overlook the positive outcomes – such as reduced churn, premium revenue, and 

reduced operational costs.
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Network operators should use the design principles outlined in this paper to maximize the Tvo of their 

networks allow them to play a key role in delivering rich media services, as well as to actively manage 

the forecast global growth in connected devices.

Designing a network for a chosen market position relies on exploiting three key network characteristics: 

scalability, to cope with growth in the number of connected devices, traffic volumes and control-plane 

load; smartness, to add value to the service traffic carried; and superior performance, to delight 

customers with rapid service introduction and excellent Qoe.

The most important design principles include taking a holistic perspective to avoid suboptimization, 

including sufficient enabling functions and ensuring that these can then be activated by operational 

support and policy-control systems.

so, although network designers face a changing and challenging environment, the network is truly 

a strategic asset that can continue to grow future value for the operator.

CONCLUSION
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FURTHER READING 
1.     Differentiated Mobile Broadband – enhance user experience and drive revenue growth 

http://www.ericsson.com/news/110121 wp differentiated mbb 244188811 c

2.   keeping the customer service experience promise – how to meet the service assurance 

challenge http://www.ericsson.com/news/110121 wp service assurance 244188811 c

3.  Delivering capacity for mobile broadband - an eminently manageable challenge  

 http://www.ericsson.com/news/100709 wp hspa 244218600 c

4.  Device connectivity unlocks value – operator opportunity in an emerging business   

 environment http://www.ericsson.com/news/110103 device connectivity 244188811 c
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GLOSSARY
dpi  deep packet inspection

HSpa  High-speed packet access 

ip  internet Protocol

ott  over-the-top

pStn  public switched telephone network

qoe  quality of experience

qoS  quality of service

rbS  radio base station

tco  total cost of ownership

tvo  Total value of ownership

vpn  virtual private network

wifi  wireless fidelity (also known as wireless laN)


